Evidence and Personal Statement
DISCLAMAIR
I have taken all care in preparing the Evidence and Personal Statement, however
due to the events in question being over thirty years ago; some events may not
be in chronological order. Were possible, from documents and evidence to hand
I have inserted the exact date where possible.
All conversations and recollections referred to are ‘words to the effect’ and not
necessarily verbatim, but correct in meaning and intent.
Due to the nature and content of this document I have been unable to seek
advice or professional assistance in its preparation.
NOTE
Smyth & McKendrick Pty Ltd documentation was handed over to the liquidator in
1983.
The gazetting of Smyth & McKendrick Pty. Ltd. liquidation occurred in 1984
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Evidence including a personal statement
In October 1981 my company had just completed a four year contract with Clutha
Pty Ltd at Tahmoor NSW. The scope of work included but not limited to the
pumping of water from the main drift and two ventilation shafts to a depth of four
hundred and forty metres, as the hard rock mining progressed at three locations
to the coal seam.
On completion of the main ventilation shaft, my company installed and
commissioned the man-riding winder at Rockford Road. This allowed the
permanent installation of three high pressure and volume, twenty stage sump
pumps to stabilise the underground watertable, allowing coal mining production
to begin, completing my contractual obligations.
In November 1981, my wife Margaret and I had an opportunity to travel to China
with Brian Wilshire from 2GB, as there were two remaining seats on an inaugural
visit of Australian and New Zealand travel agents to visit Kunming, Yunnan
Province. The travel agents were there to assess Kunming and surrounding
areas as a potential tourist destination.
We visited some of the potential tourist sites, entertained by ethnic dancers and
attended many government banquets. Of course we had little interest in the
conferences the travel agents were attending, so Margaret and I explored the
City of Kunming. It should be remembered we were probably the first foreigners
the populous had seen since 1945, causing great excitement locally.
During our several out of town organised bus trips we could see the evidence of
the Cultural Revolution as it had left a heavy toll on many buildings. Civilians
dressed in the same style, in what appeared to be uniforms of sort. The only
vehicles appeared to be army trucks, bicycles and donkey or human drawn carts.
The propaganda from the ubiquitous loud speakers permeated the air; the only
relief was our Green Lakes Hotel.
As Margaret and I walked from our hotel the short distance into town it was very
obvious we had a number of minders following us some distance behind. We
caused quite a stir because of our ethnicity and dress, large groups of people
gathered around us, they were not threatening, just very curious. By serendipity I
noticed a small office/showroom named CMECY, [China Machinery Export
Company Yunnan] this was an Aladdin’s Cave for an engineer, we entered.
*See Annex 1, Pages 18 & 19 inclusive
During the duration of the holiday at the bequest of CMECY I visited several
factories and meet with many engineers at our hotel who were keen to find
export opportunities for their engineering related product. I was now of the view
of importing mining expendable items and the possible manufacture of electric
trailing cables for long wall mining equipment. This fell under Australian
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Standard 1802, probably one of the most complex, expensive and sophisticated
electrical cable manufactured.
Within two weeks of arriving home I was heading back to Yunnan with
engineering samples, specifications of various mining expendable items and a
copy of Australian Standard 1802 for trailing power cable, including a Clutha
‘long wall’ cable sample.
I was accompanied by Fred Chivers a fellow member of the Tahmoor Lions club,
many years my senior and a retired successful businessman. Fred’s brief was to
negotiate a sole trade agreement for products of interest to my company and the
mining and engineering industry in general.
On our return to Kunming the following January 1982 we worked through the
draft agreements making minor alterations, mostly due to mistranslation. After
reaching consensus the ‘Trade Agreement’ was signed on Australia day 1982,
the Chinese believed this day was an omen for good fortune for our two Great
Nations. *See Annex 2, Pages 20 to 24 inclusive
I was given Clutha Pty. Ltd. purchasing computer printout by Mike Cronin their
purchasing officer, some 75mm thick. It contained unit and bulk prices for every
item rock and coal mining companies used; this document would become my
bible for all price negotiations.
During that trip I had prolonged meetings with the chief engineer of ‘Cable
Makers China’. I called him ‘Jock’ as he had worked at ‘Cable Makers Scotland’
before the bamboo curtain was erected after WWII and was repatriated to China.
He spoke english with a broad Scots accent and used Scottish colloquialisms,
our CMEC translator Lin Jan was ‘literarily’ lost. We became good friends as we
set about understand the complexities of manufacturing trailing mining cable.
Although electrical engineering is my field of expertise, I knew little about the
manufacturing of three phase flexible power cables, especially this complex one.
I would have to find the author of Australian Standard 1802 and see if he was
willing to come to China. Other mining items on my list were less problematic.
To show good faith I placed orders for some expendable items for the mines, and
redesigned their diesel generators sets to meet our Australian standards. It was
clear I would have to invest a lot of capital and time to bring this venture to
fruition.
By good fortune the co-author of Standard 1802, Jack Smith, was well known to
Clutha, although he was now in retirement. I gave Jack a call and organised a
meeting, he was easily convinced to come to China and impart his knowledge
and expertise to Jock. Jack had enough of retirement, likewise his wife.
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I soon discovered Lin Jan our government appointed interpreter, fell short while
translating conversations with engineers. I could see blank expressions on
Chinese engineer’s faces as she attempted to translate engineering terminology.
In the short term I sat beside the engineers using pencil and paper utilising the
common language of formulas and schematics. I urgently needed my own
translator with a broad engineering background.
I knew this decision would be a loss of face for Lin Jan, I would have to be very
diplomatic. I asked a long time friend in Hong Kong, Tom Yip, to place an
advertisement in the Hong Kong papers to find such a person. He advised
strongly against it, pointing out such an interpreter would be in a position to do
business with China for themselves, on the sidelines.
Tom suggested I should tap into the large and prosperous Chinese community in
Manila who retained their Chinese culture. Tom volunteered to place ads in the
Chinese papers in Manila, and then come with me to conduct the interviews.
Several weeks later I hired Kung Lu Go, she spoke Mandarin, Cantonese and
two other Chinese dialects. Lu also had degrees in English literature and
commerce, as well as a broad engineering knowledge due to her family
business, a medium size foundry in Manila. A week later Lu was in possession
her Australian work visa and multiple entry business visas to China, I guessed
Lin Jan had reluctantly given her nod of approval.
In the months ahead I lost count of the number of China trips, either
accompanied by Lu or Fred depending on the nature of business. During longer
trips to China I would commute to Hong Kong at weekends to eat. Jack Smith
and I made two trips before Jack signed off on the mining cable manufacturing
process, issuing Australian certification.
I also took a tooling expert, Brian Akin?, to evaluate the steel quality and
precision of workmanship. Brian was impressed and brought back samples for
further lab testing and certification, another market was opened.
My generators were being dispatched from Kunming by rail to Hong Kong for
transhipment by sea to Sydney. I had one of the 750 Kg. generators flown to
Australia from Hong Kong to enable my sales agent, Russel Moore, to start
taking orders. At this time NSW was suffering rolling blackouts due to power
distribution problems.
Within six months I was the most frequent Australian business visitor to China. I
was advised thus by Monash University who asked me to deliver a lecture about
doing business with China. I told them ‘I did so, on a wing and a prayer’ I would
call them back as time allowed.
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I took Margaret and our two children on one of my shorter trips, like me the
children discovered Chinese food was very different from what they expected.
They severely diminished my lifeboat supplies, such as chocolate and snacks I
kept for my survival in my Kunming office, in the Green Lakes Hotel.
During my many factory and foundry visits around Yunnan province I had seen
numerous production lines and processes which manufactured both domestic
and military products. My hosts just accepted this was the norm and happily
answered any of my questions with great pride.
In 1982 my company hosted the first bilateral trade delegation to Australia. This
was made possible with the full cooperation and assistance of the various
Australian Government agencies.
Fred and I were surprised at the ease and assistance afforded to us, including
the Federal Police inviting us to meet and greet our guests inside immigration
control. We were also joined there by a member of the Chinese Consulate, a
senior customs official, and an officer from the Department of Trade. It was just
as well we had all these officials to hand as our guests were not aware of our
quarantine regulations.
As we proceeded towards my parked ‘people mover’ I was advised of my
responsibilities in relation to my guests. I was given a contact number in case of
any unforseen events; in turn I handed over the prepared itinerary covering our
Chinese guests stay.
Initially everything went to schedule, my guests visited and went underground at
Tahmoor mine and collected some fossils as souvenirs while viewing the coal
mining operation at a discrete distance. In around three months their cable
manufacturing should be in full production. A sample cable run, wound on four
large steel drums each containing 210M of trailing cable were almost ready for
shipment.
We visited most of our current clients, BHP tour in Wollongong, local scenic
areas and came face to face with the indigenous animals. Our wives had
organised to take our guests to Sydney for the weekend to do some shopping
and visit the Sydney landmarks.
It was a surprise to us when Lin Jan announced on their return to their motel on
Friday afternoon, the consulate had requested their presence in Sydney. I have
no idea how they contacted them as they had been in our company since before
9 AM, unless it was prearranged.
Excluding the weekend we had three more days of appointments and a farewell
dinner to attend. Lu spoke with Lin Jan for some time trying to find out why our
agreed schedule had been cut short. I did not have to wait for Lu to translate;
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their body language said it all. They appeared to be frightened or very ill at ease
for reasons best known to them.
I reminded them of our schedule for the following week, there was no audible
response. I asked them if they wanted me to drive them to Sydney, Lin Jan said
they were leaving by train in the morning from Tahmoor station, a short distance
from their motel. All I could say was “Pick up time as usual on Monday morning.”
I rang the ‘El Greco Motel’ in Tahmoor on Sunday evening; I was advised our
guests had not returned as yet. I rang again early on Monday morning and
received the same reply. I immediately rang the contact number given to me by
the Department of Trade at the airport, advising them of the recent events. They
also spoke to Lu at some length in regard to her conversation with our guests.
We were at a loss to what had happened to our guests, we had been made
aware it was likely that the Chinese Government would keep an eye on them
during their Australian visit in case of defection. I asked Lu to call the Chinese
Consulate in Sydney to verify their presence, and if possible speak with Lin Jan.
Eventually Lin Jan came to the phone, that was a relief; at least her statement
was verified. When Lu finished her mostly one sided conversation with Lin Jan,
she advised us Lin Jan’s persona was no longer her ‘schoolteacher self’, but very
timid and non responsive. I then rang our government contact to advise him we
had verified Lin Jan’s explanation, he then spoke to Lu for some time.
Lu and I were scheduled to arrive in Kunming for previously arranged
engineering verification and production meetings shortly after our CMECY guests
scheduled arrival home. After the ‘early departure event’ and the fact that we
had not been contacted by our guests before their scheduled departure date, I
was unsure of what to do.
My question was soon answered, I received a telex from Lin Jan advising me to
come to Peking instead of Kunming, I was to come alone and advise her of my
revised flight details, no topic was nominated.
I rang Cedrich Young of Marco Polo Travel who looked after all our flights and
accommodation bookings since we went on our inaugural China flight. Within an
hour I had my Hong Kong to Peking flight confirmed and confirmation telex sent.
Since the Chinese delegation had abruptly departed our company at their
governments’ request, we had debated at some length what we believed to be all
possible scenarios. We thought the most likely scenario was that the Chinese
Consulate had lined up other interested business parties to meet with them.
I was met at Peking airport by Lin Jan and a local driver, it was either a cool
reception or Lin Jan was very embarrassed. I was driven to a rat infested
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boarding house with no facilities. I was advised by Lin Jan I would be collected
at nine in the morning, the meeting was scheduled to start at ten. It was a long
night as I listened to the rats scurry around the room, within the walls and under
the floor boards. Thank God I carried lifeboat rations with me.
To be honest I was expecting some form of reprimand for an unknown insult
against China at the meeting. After the initial introductions, presentation of
business cards and green tea, a man in a western business suit entered the
meeting room. My hosts stood to attention and were ashen faced. As I began to
get to my feet he addressed me by name and told me to resume my seat.
His english was perfect, he addressed me. “Mr. Smyth, I require you to deliver a
message to the Australian Government, tell them China wants to sell them
armaments, anything from light armaments to a battle ship”. “You will bring the
written answer back personally on your next visit”.
The then unnamed man exited the room, the assembled Chinese resumed their
seats, their demeanour was fear and shock. I inquired who the man was; I was
told he was a very, very important man. I could see the planned discussions
were concluded. It appeared the sole purpose of my trip had been to meet with
this man.
I am convinced that the assembled Chinese engineers and
government watchers were also as surprised as I, by their collective reactions.
I returned to Australia immediately, I had an impossible task. I was to deliver a
message from an unknown man to the Minister of Defence or someone from
Defence Procurement. Who was going to believe me or take the message
seriously?
I arrived home on a Sunday morning and was met at Sydney airport by Fred. We
discussed the event and decided to contact Cedrich Young for advice. Cedrich
the organizer of our initial China trip had contacts within the State Liberal party.
I ran the story past him; Cedrich said he would call me back with contact details.
Several hours later I was speaking with the Minister who was attending a
barbeque with friends. I believe he had already been told about the nature of my
call by Cedrich.
I repeated the Chinese message to him, I was surprised at his reaction when he
stated words to the effect “The bloody Yanks have been screwing us on price
since World War II ………. I will get someone to contact you directly tomorrow”. I
gave him my rural address. He seemed to be enjoying the turn of events and
possibilities. I had recorded the conversation.
The following morning I was paid a visit by Mr John Smith who introduced himself
as ASIO, but refused to show any identification. I was asked to explain the
events of the China meeting and their request for a response from the Australian
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Government. He stated in no uncertain terms “I would receive no such letter in
response”. This was a very precise answer from the Commonwealth.
I received a government telex communication; it appeared to be a copy of a
Confidential telex sent from Morrison to Bell Y121-1-1. The telex was made up
from sections of other confidential telexes. I quote from Page 2 RAYXDS 023
Confidential 4U and Page 3 (6)
(4)U. Mr. Smyths second concern is more personal if reference B is
interoperated as a request for personal advice. It has been suggested to me that
he contact Department of Foreign Affairs (Mr Warrick Mayne-Wilson on (062)
613119) To seek advice on he, an Australian citizen who is being asked to be a
go-between for Chinese arms sales to Australia, should handle the situation.
(5)U. I suggest that you ask your RASNSW to brief Smyth as above and, in
addition advise him to contact the Australian Defence Attaché (ADA) at the
Australian Embassy in Peking (If his ….
I quote from Page 3 RAYXDS 023 Confidential
….travel arrangements can make this possible) Detail the Chinese proposal to
him, and ask his advice. I will write to the ADA in Peking outlining the approach
so that Mr Smyth will not arrive quote COLD unquote. *See Annex 3, page 25
I acted on Section 4U, almost immediately; I contacted Warrick Main-Wilson for
advice at the Department of Foreign Affairs. Warrick advised me he had just
returned from an overseas posting and knew nothing about the matter I referred
to.
I gave Warrick the confidential telex reference number; the contact details from
Garry Morrisons RSANSW card and we agreed to speak on Monday morning.
We exchanged contact details. I was a little surprised when Warrick mentioned
he had some connection with Defence policy and planning, in regard to his telex
number.
Warrick and I spoke on a further two occasions, he explained the difficulties
involved in acquiring a written response to the Chinese question. He told me he
had spoken with Jack Night, explaining the impasse in regard to getting a written
response from our government. He had told Jack all I required was a ‘Thanks
but no thanks letter’ on Australian Government stationery.
During our final conversation Warrick gave me Jacks Canberra contact details
and telephone number 062-664395. I believe the words he used were ‘Jack was
warming to the idea’. I thanked Warrick for all his kind assistance.
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I wrote a letter on the 21st June 1982 to the Department of Defence in Canberra
explaining my current position. I also spoke to Mr. Jack W. Knight, Assistant
Secretary Standardization and Cataloguing by phone.
The following week I received a letter from Mr. Knight on a Department of
Defence letterhead dated 24th June 1982, Reference SPDF204/7/102 and
SS204/1/6 Pt 2.
The letter was very diplomatically worded, most importantly the bottom line was
‘Thanks but no thanks’. I was elated. I had extradited a possible diplomatic
‘event’ by the Chinese being snubbed by the Australian Government. *See
Annex 4, Page 26
Prior to my scheduled departure to China I was surprised to see Mr. Smith at my
front door again. He handed me a sealed letter for the Chinese Government. It
was in a beautifully decorated foolscap envelope with the Australian coat of Arms
and other symbols on it. I asked him who the letter was for. Mr. Smith was quick
to say it was not a ‘Thanks but no thanks letter’ but a ‘Let’s see what you are
offering’ letter.
I was deflated on the spot. I was less than happy when he advised me I did not
have a choice in this matter; it was my ‘Patriotic Duty’ to comply. I was to notify
China that I was now in receipt of the Australian Government response, now the
second one, the converse of the first.
I notified CMEC Peking of the receipt of the ‘government letter’ and my flight
details by return telex. I was asked to come alone. I would be met by a Chinese
Government official on my arrival in Peking. I wondered why the Chinese were
so excited about the second letter, unless they already knew its content.
Fred and I had just finished packing my briefcase and sample case when Brian
my specialist tooling engineering arrived. I hoped he was not bringing a load of
packaged heavy samples to take with me, as was the norm. Instead he handed
me a blank foolscap envelope.
It was from Leader, a company I had never heard off. The package contained
two video tapes and a one page ‘negotiation’ document for a joint venture for
light armaments production between China and Australia.
I was convinced Brian was playing ‘a practical joke’ as I had been on the
receiving end of his wild sense of humour before. I began to play one of the
video tapes before I let him leave. It began with the Australian flag flying and our
National Anthem playing; I was beginning to take this package very seriously.
We watched about ten minutes of the tape demonstrating the unique qualities of
an automatic Assault Rifle; I was now convinced this was no joke. I was told one
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video was for our Australian Defence Attaché in Peking and the other for delivery
to the Chinese, along with the Australian Government letter. As far as I was
concerned the only people privy to the existence of the ASIO delivered
government letter was Fred, Lu and the Chinese.
I was amazed to learn that Leader and others knew about my confidential Peking
mission. Brian was aware of my departure date but he believed I was travelling
to my office in Kunming, unless someone had advised him to the contrary. It was
now past the close of business on Friday 23 July 1982, and I was departing in
the morning.
When Brian departed, Fred and I turned our attention to the single page
document from Leader. It appeared to be missing a cover page as it had no
letter head or any form of introduction or contact details. I was getting hot under
the collar as I read, but when I reached the last paragraph I went ballistic.
Until fifteen minutes ago I had never heard of ‘Leader’ our government arms
manufacturer. I had never spoken to Bryan H Shaw or any person in his
company. Now it appeared Bryan Shaw and I where on a first name basis, and
had reached my suggested commission to promote a joint venture between
Australia and China. *See Annex 5, page 27
Fred and I had strong views about arms dealing for our own reasons. It
appeared to me the timing of this series of events had been orchestrated by
whoever was in possession of all three pieces of information.
1. I was flying to Peking with a confidential positive reply to the Chinese
question.
2. I was in a position to deliver the Leader tape to our Peking ADA.
3. I was in a position to deliver the Leader tape to a high ranking Chinese
Government official on my arrival in Peking.
By my reckoning there was only one party privy to all three critical pieces of
confidential information. I felt like a puppet on a string, a ‘cardboard cut-out’ as
the covert jargon goes.
During my telephone conversations with government agencies over the past
weeks I had made it crystal clear I was not an agent for either the Australian or
Chinese Governments in these matters. I was just a delivery boy, a go-between
as per government telex Y121-1-1 section 4U last line. I felt I had been taken
advantage off, even betrayed, for reasons unbeknown to me.
On Saturday morning I made my family farewells, Fred and Lu drove with me to
Sydney Airport. As I checked in at the Cathy Pacific counter I was surprised my
zoo class ticket had been upgraded to the pointy end. After spending the night in
Hong Kong I checked in at CAC airlines, there is no first or business class
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available on CAC flights, but I was assigned seat one, seat two was vacant, yet
the plane was full.
After touch down at Peking airport, as we taxied towards the terminal there was
an announcement in chinese.
I assumed incorrectly we were awaiting
permission to disembark. A western dressed suited man boarded the flight and
approached me directly, welcoming me by name to Peking. He asked me to
accompany him, taking me off the flight; the door was closed behind us.
We walked to a waiting Chinese limo, I could see the Australian and Chinese
flags on either front mudguards. A third party took my passport and baggage
claims. We were seated opposite each other as it drove to the recently opened
five star Jianguo Hotel, very different from my previous Peking accommodation.
On route we exchanged pleasantries; I opened my briefcase giving my host the
Australian Government letter and then the video tape in two separate actions.
He asked no questions in regard to the Leader video tape; he appeared to be
expecting it. He advised me he would pick me up the following morning at nine,
to begin my inspection and information collection tours. I wondered how he knew
the affirmative response in the letter as he had not opened it.
He escorted me to the front desk and introduced me to the hotel manager. I was
given my key and an in-house message, and then escorted to my room by the
manager. I was advised my passport and luggage would be delivered to my
room on arrival.
I read the message; I was to ring Max Breheny our ADA [Australian Defence
Attaché] in room 428 immediately upon arrival. When my luggage and passport
arrived I unpacked my kit before I rang Max. I was to come directly to his room
and bring all sensitive items with me. As soon as I arrived at his room we
headed directly to a secure room at the Australian Embassy without speaking.
*See Annex 6, page 28
Max was envious of the position I now found myself in, I would have gladly
changed places with him, but seemingly this was not the way thing were done. I
gave Max the ‘Leader video’; he locked it in a drawer without comment.
When he enquired about the Chinese message I had delivered to the minister, I
produced my tape recording. He listened with some merriment, when it finished
playing I stretched the tape and deliberately broke it. Max advised, both our
rooms where bugged, the only safe place to speak was in the embassy secure
room as we were under constant surveillance.
Max must have notified ASIO of its existence. I gave Mr. Smith (ASIO) a copy of
the now damaged recorded conversation at his request, after returning from my
Australian Government trip to Peking.
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We departed the Australian Embassy and went directly to the British Embassy.
The British Embassy had been in Peking for generations before ours. We went
directly to ‘The Bell’, a meeting place within the embassy for those who appeared
to be in the information collection business. There was one exception, the
Argentineans, as Britain was at war with them in the Falklands.
I was introduced to the Brits in the information collection business; I was advised
by Max I would work within AJSIO [Australian Joint Security Intelligence
Organization] as the Brits had at least ten times our assets in China and would
be keeping an eye on me while in China. The other factor being I was also
British born. [In today’s terminology I guess AJSIO would be ASIS & MI6]
I was assigned the code name SPUD. I don’t know what genius thought up my
code name, but I had been called ‘spud’ many times due to my Irish heritage. I
was also advised I was required to be briefed and debriefed in Hong Kong prior
to entering and leaving China. I was advised that during these Hong Kong
meetings at least one member of ASIO would be present at all times to represent
the Australian Governments interests.
On Monday morning there appeared to be a serious problem; my 9 AM limo pick
up did not arrive. Max and I were at a loss to what had gone wrong. I felt like ‘a
shag on a rock’, reading and rereading the imported Hong Kong english
newspapers I had read the previous day, while Max watched me from the other
side of the atrium. Around lunch time a man wearing bicycle clips arrived at hotel
reception leaving a message for me, it simply stated ‘We do not recognize the
signature’.
Max and I headed directly to the secure room at our embassy. Neither of us
knew the content or author of the ‘Lets see’ letter. To make matters worse the
only man who may be privy to this information, our ambassador, was currently in
Hong Kong on official business for at least a week. Max wanted to kill the
bastard who had signed the letter.
I suggested to Max it was possible they did not recognise the authority of the
person who had signed the letter, as meanings sometimes get twisted in
translation, as I had learned from past experiences. Max agreed, and made a
hilarious comment. Max decided this was too great an opportunity to miss, due
to the ineptitude of some pen pusher in Australia, we would rewrite the letter.
A new letter was drafted, there were no diplomatic niceties, and it was straight to
the point with no ambiguities for mistranslation. The letter was duly typed on
highly decorative paper and signed. I was intrigued; as the Chinese would be
well aware our ambassador was not currently available in China.
I openly carried the highly decorative envelope to Maxes car parked outside our
embassy and we drove back to the hotel. As advised by Max, I deliberately set
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the envelope on the reception desk in clear sight while we drew our room keys.
We headed directly to the bar so as we could see the reception desk. I placed
the envelope in my briefcase to await the predicted response.
We kept one eye on reception awaiting a message to be lodged in my mail box.
In less than thirty minutes I was reading my delivery instructions. I was to take
the letter to a parked limo outside, use a password phrase, receive the
predetermined reply and hand over the envelope.
I would receive my
instructions thirty minutes later. The delivered answer was simple; ‘See you in
the morning at 9AM’, we had now returned to our previous arrangement.
I soon got used to the routine, I was collected by flagged limo daily at the same
time, politely requested to wear a black velvet blindfold to and from all
destinations. It always amused me the travel times to and from my destinations
varied greatly. Some of my destinations were above ground and others
underground, quite impressive civil engineering. I completed my mission within a
week.
On my return to our hotel, Max and I would go directly to the secure room at the
embassy and sort through the brochures and specifications. To quote Max
“Some were useless, some were interesting and a few, pure gold.” I have no
idea in what context his comments were made. The brochures were prioritised
and sent on to the Australia and UK agencies.
An unexpected announcement came during my last site visit when my host
advised me I was the honoured guest at the showing of the Leader video, at a
special location this evening at seven. He continued by telling me about the
guest list, it included high-ranking dignitaries from the Communist Party, arms
manufacturing industry and the Peoples Army, all were looking forward to
meeting and talking with me after the showing. I then got the usual lines about
our two great countries…….
I knew a refusal was not an option. It would not have enhanced our ‘two great
country’ line and an insult to my hosts. I told him I would be honoured, but they
must realise I know less than nothing about armaments; I was only the deliverer
of the Australian Government letter and video tape. I wondered if he was aware
of the Leader document in my office in Australia.
It would be a quick turnaround between this site inspection and pickup for the
Leader video show. I hoped to hell Max would come up with some diplomatic
suggestions or ideas as our ambassador was still in Hong Kong. I also prayed
my host would inform the assembled dignitaries of my ignorant circumstances
prior to my arrival.
As I entered the auditorium with my host, the assembled guests stood as one
facing me, and continued to applaud for several minutes, I felt very embarrassed.
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The video had been converted to celluloid and filled the screen, our national
anthem rang out and all present stood to attention. As I had only previously seen
about ten minutes of the video, I paid attention to it and the audience reaction.
I recall, it showed a woman firing the rifle in automatic mode, she was supporting
the gun barrel with her vertically extended forefinger and there was no recoil or
sideways movement. I thought this was a great improvement on the Sterling sub
machinegun I had been used to, the audience thought likewise. At the end of the
video the national anthem played again, with the same audience reaction.
I was illuminated by a small spotlight and a manned lectern became visible
beneath the screen. I thanked the audience for coming and showing great
respect ………… every thirty seconds my comments were translated. Before
their questioning could begin, I explained I was a civilian, and not familiar with
weapons. I advised them they should contact our ADA at our embassy who also
had a copy of the Leader video and thanked them for their ……………
On our return drive to the hotel my host indicated the Chinese were interested in
progressing with the matter. I told him I would pass on his message to the
Australian Government via our ADA. I was to be collected the following morning
at seven for my flight to Hong Kong and my first AJSIO debriefing.
I was surprised to find three AJSIO minders waiting for me as I deplaned; I
handed over my passport and baggage claim as requested to one of them. We
headed directly to HQ on Hong Kong Island at the Prince of Wales building. I
reiterated the events of the past week. As I had not been able to speak with Max
the previous night, I asked them to update him re the Leader video showing.
On my return to Australia I went about my company’s expanding client base and
engineering business. I was never contacted by Leader nor did I ever contact
them.
Each time I flew into Hong Kong from Australia, AJSIO where waiting at the
plane door to escort me to my briefing, my luggage and passport would join me
later. I did not need to notify AJSIO of my Australia departure, as I was tagged at
Australian and Hong Kong immigration.
During my first briefing I was browbeaten into carrying their camera against my
better judgement as it also posed a possible risk to me. The camera would be a
waste of time anyway as the Chinese deemed it necessary to blindfold me while
travelling to places of special interest to AJSIO. My small camera was only used
for happy shots with permission.
Business carried on as usual, but the undetermined duration of briefings and
debriefings in Hong Kong made my flight connections more difficult to schedule.
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However there were a few occasions in the months ahead when I was invited by
the Chinese Government to come alone to visit installations in restricted areas.
Any documents I received were turned over to AJSIO for repatriation.
I cannot put a date on this event, but it was winter in Kunming as it was snowing
heavily while Fred and I where there. ‘Winter1982/3 Northern hemisphere’
I received a telex from Lin Jan requesting me to organise visas for CMECY to
visit Australia, their intended arrival date was not stipulated, the government and
I complied.
A week later, Fred and I flew to Kunming, it was snowing heavily, for a scheduled
meeting, but we were advised the CMECY staff where in Australia. We though it
was just a miscommunication ‘a stuff up’ at the time, however they did not
contact our Australia office during their trip. We were never privy to their
Australian itinerary.
In February? 1983 I was scheduled to go to Kunming for a sales meeting, I
confirmed my flight details with Lin Jan by telex. Later that afternoon Lin Jan
advised me to fly to Peking, she would meet me at the airport, we would be in
Peking for two days, then attend our rescheduled meetings in Kunming, I was to
come alone. How I hated those words and their associated costs.
After flying to Hong Kong, received my briefing, flew to Peking, I was ready for a
good nights sleep. The following morning I was collected early and driven for
four hours into a restricted area. We were greeted with lunch and the usual
speeches before getting to the point. We inspected the clean room areas and
production lines for several hours, before returning to the visitors’ rooms to
express my positive comments and Australia’s appreciation.
I was happy when the manager and government minder presented me with a
confidential file in english covering the factories capabilities. As usual I was
asked to comment on what I had seen. About an hour later I was driven to a
hotel to spend the night. In the morning Lin Jan and I would be driven to Peking
airport to fly to Kunming for our factory manager meetings.
I appeared to be the only guest at the hotel. The following morning I had my
usual pot of green tea and some sweet biscuits. To my surprise an english
speaking western gentleman asked if he could join me, I was only too happy to
oblige.
He began the conversation by telling me he was a CIA operative, his cover was
to organise the first vintage car rally between Peking and Hong Kong. I was
stunned at his insane stupidity and lack of awareness of our present location. He
said he was here to recruit me into the CIA, and had an offer I could not refuse.
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He continued. The CIA had acquired all my letters of credit, they were being held
at The First International Bank of California. Should I not comply with his request
by the end of this conversation, all LC’s would be called in immediately,
bankrupting me and my company.
It was tiresome and expensive enough being the messenger, currier and eyes of
the Commonwealth of Australian, but I was no spy, nor did I wish to become one.
I told him ‘No’ and made disparaging remarks about freedom and liberty. I
removed myself from his company and sat near reception awaiting the arrival of
Lin Jan, my hosts and transport.
When I arrived in my Kunming hotel room/office I read the telex from Fred. ‘The
shit has hit the fan’ or similar vain. I needed no further information to know the
CIA had fulfilled their threat, I also guessed AJSIO and the Chinese had copied
Fred’s telex to me.
I fulfilled my business obligations in body only. All I was interested in was getting
on my prearranged early morning flight from Kunming to Hong Kong before the
Bank of China realised my dire position and notified CMECY, or worse.
I knew how much time and financial investment I had expended to enable the
cable factory to be certified to manufacture Australian standard 1802 cable. But
that figure would pale into insignificance compared to their investment, both
financial and in-factory shutdown time to install and rearrange production lines to
suit our very complex manufacturing needs.
There would be a heavy price to pay for all those involved. I knew full well each
management and engineering decision had to be justified and sign off by the
ever present Party Minders, failure was not an option, and someone would pay.
My memory flashed up a picture of a Gulag I had seen on a previous drive to a
bearing factory and the executions I witnessed on alternate Saturdays in the very
large Kunming square. I had no illusions about China.
As I felt and heard the landing gear lock into the fuselage as we gained altitude
the muscles in my neck and headache slowly eased. In seventy minutes I would
be as good as home in Hong Kong; this was the first debriefing I ever looked
forward to. Around forty minutes later the engines throttled back and we entered
a landing pattern, the muscles in my neck and shoulders went bar tight.
I watched as we touched down, I could see no domestic or international planes,
just Mig fighter jets. I had no idea where we were as I couldn’t see any signage
in english. There was an announcement in english “Could all foreigners please
come to the front door for disembarkation” my heart rate doubled instantly.
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A mobile stairway was rolled into position and the plane door was opened, there
were four foreigners on board. We deplaned and four armed soldiers marched
us over to a building and into a room. The door was closed; we could see the
soldiers stand to attention through the half door reinforced glass window panel.
We parked ourselves on the two available back to back wooden benches.
I was the only Caucasian; the other three passengers appeared to be of Chinese
origin. We sat in silence examining our conscience and living out our worst
individual fears. My watch indicated we had been in the room for forty minutes
before we were escorted back to our plane, it felt like half a lifetime.
As I deplaned my AJSIO minders were missing for the first time, I passed
through passport control and joined the thong collecting their baggage. The vast
amount of coloured striped bags and bound cardboard boxes seemed
disproportional in the extreme to the amount of passengers.
I was still waiting on my sample case when my AJSIO minders arrived. Their first
words were “We thought we had lost you”, I was not surprised at their comment.
It was obvious they had not left AJSIO HQ until my flagged passport alerted them
of my arrival. I suggested we get to debriefing as quickly as possible.
They were aware my prearranged flight had made an unscheduled landing due
to the radar coverage on ‘The Peak’, AJSIO had a direct radar feed. I could not
understand why they thought the unscheduled landing was related to me in any
way, unless they had updated intelligence from a third party.
I explained in detail my CIA encounter and the ensuing catastrophic
consequence. They listened but showed little emotion or surprise, I was sure
they already knew of my circumstances. I handed over the confidential
document and their camera. I enquired what assistance I would receive; I was
assured ASIO would see me on my return home and they would take care of it.
I arrived in Australia the following morning and relived the CIA events to Fred on
the way home from Sydney. Fred told me the Westpac bank had already
contacted my office requesting an urgent meeting.
It appeared the old adage was true, if you owed money to a bank you have a
problem, if you owe a bank a lot of money it is their problem. Fred said we had
been invited for lunch in the boardroom at Westpac head office in Sydney, to
discuss the matter.
I awaited the arrival of Mr. John Smith, he arrived several days later. He showed
little or no empathy or interest in my circumstance. He asked me if I had any
questions, it was obviously a rhetorical question as I never received any
answers. Mr. Smith warned me, ‘If I was to ever speak of these events dire
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consequences would befall me’. He did not tell me who was the author of the
message, but I imagined, like me, he was just the delivery boy.
The ASIO delivered threat prevented me from expressing any plausible
explanation of recent past events to Westpac after lunch. I looked like a
bumbling fool as I tried to explain my demise. Westpac could not offer an
explanation for the ‘LC call’, I pointed out my financial position had not changed
since I raised them.
The outcome of the meeting left Westpac no alternative but to take the requested
action to recover the funds on behalf of the First International Bank of California,
the lackey of the CIA.

Annexes next page
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Annex 1 – Page 1 of 2.
Visit to Kunming with Brian Wilshire and travel agents.
Arrival at Green lakes hotel Kunming

Ethnic entertainment

Rear of CMECY showroom
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Annex 1 – Page 2 of 2.
Kunming city
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Annex 2 – Page 1 of 5
Negotiations of sole Trade Agreements and return trip to sign agreement
Lin Jan and her political minder

Fred witnessing Trade Agreement

Celebration banquet for CMECY staff

Fred Chivers

Singing on behalf of my company

Presentation of gifts
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Annex 2 – Page 2 of 5
Australia Day 1982 - Sole Trade Agreements
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Annex 2 - Page 3 of 5
Australia Day 1982 - Sole Trade Agreements
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Annex 2 - Page 4 of 5
Australia Day 1982 - Sole Trade Agreements
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Annex 2 - Page 5 of 5
Australia Day 1982 - Sole Trade Agreements
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Annex 3 – Page 1 of 1
Confidential telex sent from Morrison to Bell Y121-1-1
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Annex 4 – Page 1 of 1
Letter from Mr. J W Knight

.
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Annex 5 – Page 1 of 1
Hand delivered envelope from Leader containing two videos and single page
note signed by Bryan H Shaw
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Annex 6 – Page 1 of 1
Arrival message at Peking hotel from ADA
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CONSEQUENCES
ASIO may have kept a close watch on me and my family for some time, including
our communications, but they did not live our lives. I believe the Commonwealth
of Australian and/or the Australian Government should be made aware of the
devastating consequences that befell me, and consequently my family, after
successfully completing my mission and complying with their ‘Explicit Threat’
delivered thirty years ago.
The Commonwealth of Australian and/or the Australian Government are
responsible for their unpatriotic and cowardly inaction and the resulting
consequences brought about by my compliance in performing my patriotic duty.
Consequently my family and I suffered the inevitable outcome, both emotionally
and financially, while those responsible vanished like an Irish Mist, behind a wall
of secrecy, til this day.
I cannot think of a valid reason why the Commonwealth of Australian and/or the
Australian Government could not have rendered me compassionate assistance
after diligently following their bidding. Instead a criminal threat was their
preferred action, which begs the question, who was running the asylum?
The records of these events have now been filed away for over thirty years and
have long been forgotten by the Commonwealth of Australian and their agencies.
I have listed the consequences experienced by my family and me for doing my
unpaid self funded patriotic duty. They read more like an imposed ‘hard labour’
family sentence, as a result of me and my family committing multiple heinous
crimes against society and the Crown.
1.

Lost my only means of income

2.

Lost our family company Smyth & McKendrick Pty Ltd, including all
engineering plant equipment and many tens of thousands dollars of in
house stock unrelated to the China venture.

3.

The seizure of all product on site and being shipped to Australia from China
upon arrival in Australia

4.

Lost the Smyth and McKendrick Pty Ltd Trade Agreement(s) with CMECY
China.

5.

Lost our very substantial financial investment in the China project

6.

Loss of all future returns from the China project.
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7.

Lost all creditability and reputation with long term engineering colleagues,
clients and bank

8.

Lost personal and business credit rating

9.

Lost all our substantial savings and were required to borrow heavily against
our unencumbered rural property/home to meet debts.

10. Most importantly, I had to face my family and all those mention above
without any explanation, due to the Australian Government threat.
11. It is fair to say I was distressed, depressed and humiliated, while looking like
a bumbling idiot when questioned about my business failure by those who
had a legal right to know.
12. I was forced to lie constantly and commit perjury to comply with the
Australian Government threat.
13. Psychiatric help was out of the question as I could not communicate my
‘reality’ and its associated problems and emotions to anyone.
14. I was so depressed and frustrated by the events and imposed silence I
seriously contemplated suicide by accidental death. I had two scenarios
planned, so as my family could collect the benefit of my life insurance to
move forward, as I was now unable to meet further assurance payments.
15. I was incarcerated. Everyone who knew me asked what had happened to
my business, it was easier to avoid contact with people. I resigned from the
Lions Club and other charitable organizations. I craved solitude and
became chronically introverted.
16. This dramatic change of personality and life style had a profound effect on
those around me.
17. To save my wife and family further humiliation, I used the remaining open
airline ticket I held to go overseas. I borrow $10K from Fred and attempted
to start a new business in a different field.
18. Our marriage began a rapid decline and ended in divorce some years later.
19. This had a very negative effect on our two young children, Andrew and
Alison.
20. As ASIO have recently denied in writing, they do not make threats,
especially the one I have referred to, this reconfirms the author was indeed
the Commonwealth Government.
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Picture narrative of ‘consequences’
Pre - doing my countries bidding
The first and last photographs summate our story
Seven acres of heaven, 4 bedrooms and bathrooms, swimming pool, snooker room,
lounge and 30M veranda at rear overlooking the Nepean Gorge 60M below.
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I also had a toy

POST EVENT
No home, entire family living in a borrowed caravan in a paddock 5 Kl from
the nearest sealed road, devoid of electricity, water, toilet, shower and
communications of any kind.
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Background to the release of ASIO files and their redacted
content and accuracy
In early 2012, I attempted to contact ASIO directly to discuss my situation in
relation to the China events of 1982/3. I feel obligated to tell my family why our
lives were dramatically and irrevocably changed in 1983, as a result of doing my
patriotic duty for the Commonwealth of Australian.
After my initial attempts I was unable to get a response of any kind from ASIO in
Canberra. After several months of intermittent failed attempts to contact
someone within ASIO by phone, I decided to enlist assistance from my Federal
MP Alby Schultz in May 2012. I supplied him with a cover letter containing a
sealed four page ‘EYES ONLY’ letter to be hand delivered to the InspectorGeneral of Intelligence and Security, Dr. Vivienne Thom.
In return I received a letter from IGIS dated the third of July 2012, file reference:
2011/85. The letter advised me to apply through the National Archives of
Australian records; these are eligible for public release after thirty years (subject
to the exemption of any material of continuing sensitivity as proscribed by section
33 of the Archives Act 1983).
Concurrently I sent a similar letter via email to the Attorney General, The Hon
Nicola Roxon MP. The letter stated, in part, my current medical condition, and
my wish to have the details of my government work made public before my
death, so as I may openly speak with my family and friends, and if possible make
limited amends.
The AG’s office was kind enough to comply, as was confirmed in her return letter
dated 5 July 2012; it also stated that ASIO would contact me directly.
*See Annex 7, Page 39
On the eleventh of July 2012 I received a call from Karen Angove at ASIO. She
was friendly and supportive, and inquired in regard to my health and my
expected longevity. Karen said she would pull my files and come from Canberra
to visit with me within two weeks. She also suggested that I lodge a freedom of
information request with the National Archives Australia as well, I complied the
same day.
After some general conversation with Karen the topic of AJSIO came up, Karen
asked who the agency was. I explained that AJSIO was Australia Joint Security
Intelligence Organisation, thirty years ago. In today’s terminology this would
probably be ASIS and MI6.
I offered Karen overnight accommodation as we live well out of town, within
Thirlmere Lakes National Park. A return trip to Canberra plus a discussion would
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be a long day for anyone as local accommodation was limited. I told her we had
five spare bedrooms and bathrooms as our children had left the nest.
After the conversation with Karen, I rang the NAA and made a request for the
information I was seeking. On the thirteenth of July I received an email in return.
It read in part – Confirmation of receipt of reference inquiry: NAA1000005655.
We aim to respond to inquiries in 30 days. We expect to respond by 14/08/2012
– 11:09 AM.
Karen did not keep her appointment; she rang and explained there were some
problems within my files as other agencies were involved. We spoke on a further
two or three occasions with no outcome. During the last conversation Karen
advised me she was being transferred, my contact within ASIO was gone and so
was the opportunity to reach a sanitised narrative for my family and friends.
The NAA time frame was extended from thirty days to ninety, but never met. I
was advised by the NAA they were unable to comply as ASIO held the files and
had not forwarded them to the NAA.
I was advised by the NAA, after the intervention of IGIS, that my files were now
available on their web site (4 July 2013) some nine months past their due date
and a year after my formal application.
The files were marked internally, volumes 1, 2 & 3. Each file had a; Statement of
Reasons under section 40(5) of the Archives Act 1983-Including Decisions on
Access ie. equilvalt separate pages on the record: 188.
Title: SMYTH, John Andrew Volume 1.
Partially exempt folios 54
Wholly exempt folios 133
http://naa12.naa.gov.au/scripts/SearchOld.asp?O=I&Number=30485403
http://naa12.naa.gov.au/scripts/SearchOld.asp?O=I&Number=30485404
http://naa12.naa.gov.au/scripts/SearchOld.asp?O=I&Number=12920837
After printing, 160+ pages,
censorship to be onerous.
narrative of events for my
encompassing umbrella of
numerous to count.

I read the three files, and found the level of
Any information to give me a plausible sanitised
family and friends fell under the broad and all
Commonwealth security and other reasons to

After requesting an ‘Internal Reconsideration’ of my expunged files I was advised
by Sandra Burkett - Access Examiner, “I have not released any additional
material on the items, and have maintained the previous decision on each
record”. Sandra advised me my last course of action was to apply to the AAT, so
here we are.
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The China time frame was well over 30 years ago, and whilst I see no problem
with the agency redacting certain secret information, virtually all the information
from the three files has been expunged rendering them totally useless for my
needs.
The three files contained the following information –
• My name, DOB, our place of marriage and religion
• We had two children
• I was an engineer and business man
• Company letterhead containing my engineering company’s details.
• I went to China with my then wife Margaret for a holiday in 1981 on an
inaugural flight to Kunming, Yunnan Providence with prospective travel
agents and Brian Wiltshire, a radio host from 2GB.
• I could not be trusted and many more character defects. I’m surprised the
Commonwealth of Australian entrusted me with such a secret mission and
my silence for thirty years.
There was no mention of any events post my initial trip to China with my then
wife Margaret in 1981.
It is fair to say I was already aware of the aforementioned information which had
taken over year to acquire. The remainder of my files were redacted, with the
exception of a couple of meaningless words or phrases standing alone in a page
of black. If cynical, I would suggest they only existed to improve the overall ratio
of partly exempt information verses fully exempt.
I would suggest much of the censorship was for political and highly embarrassing
reasons, in order to protect the reputation of the agencies involved and not for
reasons of national security alone. Furthermore, the high level of censorship
confirms my belief that the Commonwealth of Australian, ASIO, AJSIO made
bad, even illegal decisions and actions in managing my case, which they are still
seeking to conceal.
I believe it is my right under law to receive this information (notwithstanding some
censorship) but it has been so heavily expunged as to make this a time wasting
cynical exercise, such that my legal entitlement to see narrative information has
been denied me.
Not only have I been, inter alia – Denied Natural Justice. I made a lawful
Application for copy(s) of my department file and the Government's response is,
to me, a ‘shameful’ response and an attempt to belittle me and my past
governmental enlistment of me and denial of that fact.
The Commonwealth of Australian and/or the Australian Government, failed in
their Duty of Care, their threat took away my Freedom of Speech, my Human
Rights, and any chance of resurrecting our lives. Is this the Australia my wife
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and I swore our allegiance to and our children and eleven grandchildren by
birthright?
The actions of ASIO and the Commonwealth of Australian and/or the Australian
Government, show a serious disregard for Australian law and me, who was
simply doing my self-funded patriotic duty as requested by them. It begs the
question as to why our Parliamentary bothers make such laws which can be so
easily and callously disregarded by themselves and their agencies without any
repercussions to either.
Having involved the Australian Appeals Tribunal on 5 August 2013 the NAA
RESPONDENT AGS released ‘Reviewed documation’ on 15 October 2013, as
listed below.
File number IGA_ 15_10_2013_12_32_1_808
File number IGA_ 15_10_2013_12_16_6_365
File number IGA_ 15_10_2013_11_49_49_794
The file format and page numbering was presented differently from the first
release. This made it somewhat problematic to directly compare the files page
by page. Though, I further learned ‘I had kissed the Blarney Stone’ and the ‘plate
number of my car was JS241’, but our ‘place of marriage and religion’ had either
been expunged or the page removed. The total pages released were 106.
I also noted the number of pages within each file had been reduced. Even taking
into consideration the missing ‘Statement of Reasons under section 40(5) of the
Archives Act 1983-Including Decisions on Access in the second release, there
was still a considerable discrepancy.
I appear to be going backwards in my endeavours for further narrative
information. As an example only, I noted my full page company letterhead was
missing, what possible threat to the Commonwealth was a public document.
As I went through the latest three files taking notes and recording file and page
number (eg. file 794 Page 25 of 34) [23]. I discovered when I revisited the same
file and page number; it showed a different document from within the same file,
making page identification of little use. (I later discovered file inversion may occur
as files are opened.)
Although the vast majority of the released ASIO files are redacted, I was
surprised at the number of errors contained within the minimal information
released, calling into question the accuracy of the remaining documents.
Some errors were caused by ASIO’s inability to transcribe known information to
parties within their department and external third parties, I include but a few.
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•
•
•
•
•

My home telephone number was transcribed from (46) 771634 to (46)
771654
My location varied between Picton, Wilton, Maldon and Sydney
One file stated I was the Managing Director of Smyth & McKendrick P/L
while another stated I may be connected to Smyth & McKendrick
I was born in Comber, Northern Island - Page 31/34 file 794
My name, John Andrew Smyth became variations of John Arthur Smith.
See Correspondence between Canberra and London, Volume1 pages 9 &
10 of 61.

I read several lines within a partly expunged paragraph with some mirth,
including the hand written margin comments. Within File number IGA 794 it
clearly shows inherent problems of understanding telex information between
parties, and acknowledgement of that fact in handwritten notations. *See Annex
8, Page 40
Even during this tedious process I made a further offer via AGS to sit down with
ASIO to reach a mutually acceptable sanitised narrative as was initially implied
by Karen Angove in June 2012. My offer was summarily dismissed.
Using the same conduit, Mr Hyland, AGS, I respectfully asked if he would ask a
question of ASIO, asking if the threat still held today. I received the following
response on 23 October 2013, in part it stated- “ASIO does not make, and has
not made, threats of any kind, including of the kind alleged by Mr Smyth”. At face
value this would confirm my hypothecs the threat was issued by the
Commonwealth of Australia or the then serving Australian Government.

ANNEXES BELOW
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Annex 7, page 1 of 1
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Annex 8, page 1 of 1
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Annex 9 Eg.1, page 1 of 3
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Annex 9 Eg.2, page 2 of 3
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Annex 9 Eg.3, page 3 of 3
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Observations and Conclusions
It’s funny how things go full circle, even in a very short period of time. In 1982 as
I delivered the Chinese message to the minister by phone, he said the ‘Yanks
had been ‘screwing us’ on weapons prices since the end of the WW II’. Please
refer to the tape recording of that conversation.
As soon as the USA became aware Australia was showing an interest in Chinas
weapons manufacturing capabilities, by my delivery of the ‘Lets see what you’ve
got letter’ including the ‘Leader video’ with joint venture manufacturing
possibilities, they took decisive action.
Retribution was sure and swift by our so called closest friend and allies, as I
personally found out. Protection of Americas largest export industry was priority
number one, like-ways client stranglehold. The colloquialisms our Minister used
during my only conversation with him were certainly proven correct.
Whoever, in whichever government department(s) took advantage of my
position, and orchestrated the ‘Lets see letter’ in direct contradiction to the
original Commonwealth of Australian message, delivered by Mr Smith, “I would
receive no such letter in response”, should be held to account.
The ‘Lets see letter’ author must have been aware of the political risks involved in
such a bold move, but appeared to care little about the possible repercussions
for those involved on the front line, including our Peking ADA. I doubted if my
position was even taken into consideration.
The letter from our Department of Defence of 24 June 1982 Ref: SPD 204/7/102
SS 204/1/6 Pe2 clearly stated. “As you will appreciate the Australian Defence
Force relies on traditional sources of procurement where imported supply is
appropriate”.
Even the ‘Lets see letter’ was rejected by the Chinese Government, as the
signatory was so far down the food chain as not to be recognisable by them. I
quote our Peking ADA “They must have got the shithouse cleaner to sign it.”
Max concluded, at least some people in government were acutely aware of the
possible repercussions of signing such a letter, effecting their future departmental
prospects.
The ‘Lets see letter’ was redrafted, signed and packaged in our Peking Embassy,
allowing me to proceed with the collection of military intelligence as prearranged.
The Leader video and negotiation document had to have been either authorised
or condoned by someone within our government. To the best of my knowledge
the confidential mission to Peking was only known to the Commonwealth of
Australian and/or the Australian Government, ASIO, the Chinese, Fred and Lu.
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Bryan H Shaw from Leader, a man I have yet to meet or speak with, had
implicated me as his commissioned agent for reasons only known to him.
Perhaps Shaw thought, or was advised, using my name would add clout or
authenticity to the Australian business proposition. How Mr Shaw was aware of
my existence, travel arrangements and confidential Peking mission remains a
mystery to me, but obviously not to others.
Of course such a joint manufacturing arrangement with China may also be to the
Commonwealths financial advantage in relation to our Defence bottom line.
I would appreciate if the Tribunal, if it falls within its brief, calls Mr Bryan H Shaw
as a witness, as I lack the resources to do so. My Question is“Have we ever met, or discussed ‘Leaders’ proposed joint venture with
China, or any form of remuneration for me to negotiate a joint venture with
China, on your, or your company’s behalf?”
The stage was now set for my confidential trip to China. I believed I was
assisting my adopted country and expanding bilateral trade and cooperation with
China. On reflection I was just a bloody naive patriotic fool, a very expendable
item in the scheme of things, as time has shown.
Shaw had chosen the wrong person for his weapons negotiations, but that’s
another story. I told my Chinese host that interested parties should speak with
Max Breheny our Peking ADA. I advised my host that our ADA held a copy of
the Leader video and obviously knew a lot more about arms and their
manufacture than I.
I was never privy to any further developments in relation to the ‘Leader’ matter,
until earlier this year [2013], when I Googled ‘Leader and Bryan H. Shaw.’
•

The Leader T2 MK5 Series weapons were chambered for the 5.56 mm
cartridge and manufactured by Leader Dynamics of Smithfield, NSW,
Australia (1978-1982/1983). The company folded in 1983 and the patents
held sold to Australian Automatic Arms.

Its possible Smyth and McKendrick Pty. Ltd. may not have been the only
company that suffered retribution in 1983.
•

One of the assault rifles used by killer Martin Bryant in the Port Arthur
massacre sold for $89 in Australia in the 1980s. China made thousands
of the SKS semi-automatic weapons which were exported worldwide to
earn much-needed foreign currency in the 1980s.
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•

Australian Automatic Arms made weapons costing $1000 but were bought
out by the Federal Government four years ago [1992] to curb proliferation
of such weapons.

At least Australian Automatic Arms was given a soft landing, unlike me.
My strong stance on weapons dealing was well and truly vindicated.
The ‘consequences’ of the Commonwealth of Australian and/or the Australian
Government threat, have been documented within the Evidence and Personal
Statement. However, I am of the opinion the Australian Government ‘dire
consequences threat’ would have required Government Ministerial approval,
most probably in writing; such was their perceived gravity of the situation at that
time. [Pre 11 March 83 Sen. Peter Durack, post 11 March Sen. Gareth Evans.]
The only thing I was guilty of was delivering a message from the Chinese
Government to the Australian Government and returning to China with their
sealed written response. Thereafter I followed my countries instructions as a
matter of patriotic duty, all at my cost. I also endorsed my Australian allegiance
by refusing the CIA’s offer to enlist my services under extreme duress.
I have noted from File number IGA_15_10_2013_12_32_1_808, internally
numbered pages from [75] to [115] not all available. These pages appear to
relate to the same topic/event covering a two month period between mid January
and mid March 1983.
Although heavily redacted, I conclude ASIO and AJSIO are attempting to find the
IDENTIFICATION of the CIA agent who made my unrefusable offer to join them.
The word ‘identification’ and associated phrases appear in the correspondence,
as well as the parties telling each other they are incorrect in many of their
statements.
All I have been simply asking for is a sanitised version of the China events as
they related to me. Yet the Government's response is, to me, a ‘shameful’
response and an attempt to belittle me and my past governmental enlistment of
me and denial of that fact.
I consider the Commonwealth of Australian and/or the Australian Government
present stance in relation to my file request or narrative, to be wilful and
inhumane, especially after all my family and I have experienced as a result of the
1982/3 events.
I have been denied my only chance of possible reconciliation with family
members and those who were also similarly affected by association to, or with
me and my then business.
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The response to my narrative request has boiled down to one question asked by
Karen Angove at ASIO on 11 July 2012, who inquired in regard to my health and
expected longevity.
I applied to the NAA for my files on the same day. From that date it took one
year for ASIO to release my majority redacted files to the NAA, after the
intervention of IGIS. Since July 2013 I have had reviews and reassessments by
NAA/ASIO. The outcome, further redactions and less file pages released. More
time wasting tactics.
The contempt shown to an Australian citizen by the duration of his FOI request is
a callas and inhumane inditement of our Commonwealth Government. ASIO
latest release did its best to improve its page ratios in each of the three files by
declaring fully exempt documents as partly exempt, see Eg.1, 2 & 3, a total of 54
pages across the three files. *See Annex 9, Pages 41 to 43 inclusive.
Moving forward thirty years we live in a very different world as technology
advances on a monthly basis. Information which was once secret, now appears
almost nightly on our news media, usually causing embarrassment to the parties
involved, or worse, as in the Jakarta or East Timor case. The following breaking
news cycle raises some other ‘revelation’ and the world continues to turns on its
axis.
Not only has technology changed in the past thirty years, so has the publics thirst
for the truth, freedom of speech, whistle blowers, more government
accountability and openness.
The slow and timely release of secret documents by Snowden and Assange is
death by a thousand cuts for governments world wide, especially the main
players.
This is especially true in regard to our ‘security agencies’ as displayed in the
printing and transmission of confidential and secret ‘Signals’ documents by the
Guardian, Australian edition. Then presented and analysed on television news
and current affairs channels, including the ABC without any apparent
repercussions.
This and other released confidential agency documents and information are
justified by the electronic news media and press as being in the ‘National
Interest’. There would appear to be a double standard when it comes to an
individual such as me.
Surely such releases have lifted the veil of secrecy enough to make my humble
request pale into insignificance. My motives are not political, newsworthy or
revengeful.
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This is just a personal and legal application from an Australian citizen to the
Commonwealth of Australian to document his voluntary actions in performing his
patriotic duty, and to explain the unforseen catastrophic consequences of those
actions to his family, friends and associates who are still alive.
Government embarrassment should no longer fall under the all encompassing
umbrella of National Security. I do not advocate the release of classified
information that could put the life of any agent in danger, in this matter any
deaths will be from old age. As far as mentioning other agencies are concerned,
this is now a daily occurrence on our electronic media.
As I have made clear, I do not require the release of secret documents, only a
sanitised narrative of pertinent events that changed our lives for ever. This
request has been summarily dismissed on a number of occasions.
The powers that be have skilfully guided an elderly layman down a long,
deliberately slow, winding and torturous pathway, to the hearing in February
2014.
I cannot be sure if the Commonwealth anticipated the final outcome in relation to
the intervention of the USA via the CIA. However the Commonwealth was fully
aware they were ‘obligated’ to purchase armaments from the USA, as stated in
the Department of Defence letter dated 24 June 1982. A letter I was only too
happy to deliver to the Chinese.
The Department of Defence letter was overridden by the Commonwealth letter
delivered by Mr Smith just prior to my China departure, who requested me to
advise the Chinese I was in receipt of the Commonwealths response.
This being the case, how can any citizen be held responsible for the USA’s
reaction and its punitive consequences on them, family, and others?
Why did the Commonwealth not come to a civilian’s assistance instead of
deciding it necessary to issue their possibly illegal threat for doing their bidding?
When an Australian citizen volunteers to assist the Commonwealth Government
at their request, due to their unique circumstances, why are they not given an
‘Induction Course’ and advised of the possible negative consequences of ‘that’
they are required to do?
During the November 1 hearing by telephone, I was asked if I wished to call any
witnesses, I believe I replied ‘words to the effect’ “My business partner in the
China venture was long dead and my family and family lawyer knew nothing of
the covert China events, only their consequences”.
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On reflection, I have asked if Mr Bryan Shaw could be called upon, in the
appropriate way, to answer my question on page 45.
During the same conversation I stated that I wished to give evidence, my
affirmative answer has not changed. However my physical condition continues
to deteriorate, requiring increased levels of medication and care. I have already
booked accommodation for the duration of the Hearing at the Swissotel, opposite
the AAT building.
I am hoping the tribunal outcome will be swift, and finally grant me that I have
asked for, or urgently propose a mutually agreeable solution.

John A Smyth

Applicant

12 December 2013
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